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1. Professor Stephan Lewandowsky has been researching “fake news” and how people respond to
misinformation and its correction for nearly 20 years and has published numerous peer‐
reviewed articles on this issue. He co‐authored a handbook on debunking techniques (at
http://sks.to) that has been downloaded more than half a million times. He has previously
testified to the U.K. Parliament’s inquiry into fake news. Full biographical information at
www.cogsciwa.com.
2. Professor Ullrich Ecker is a world‐leading researcher on how people respond to corrections of
misinformation, and why misinformation sometimes lingers in memory. Full biographical
information at www.emc‐lab.org.
3. Our expertise and research findings converge on the following conclusions:
Understanding the fundamentals of social media
4. Social media are a driving factor of the “attention economy.”1 Human attention is limited, and it
has thus become a commodity online with platforms vying for user engagement. Whenever we
venture online, our attention is a precious commodity. We pay for a “free” service online by
selling our attention and personal data to advertisers.
5. The attention economy is an inescapable driving‐force of online behaviour, and the impact of
social media on elections cannot be understood without appreciation of this context.
6. Social media rely on algorithmic customization to present users with content that they find
attractive and engaging, in order to extend their time on platform and increase exposure to
advertising. Algorithmic customization can be helpful (e.g., recommending a movie that users
are likely to enjoy) but it can also be harmful (e.g., presenting manipulative political content).2
7. These core attributes of the attention economy create perfect conditions for the spread of
misinformation, conspiracy theories, and other low‐quality content. Platforms make money from
anything that keeps people engaged, and accuracy of information is of no relevance to their
bottom line.3 A recent New York Times article therefore proclaimed that Facebook Has Been a
Disaster for the World.4
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8. In the following, we explore two adverse consequences of the attention economy and social
media on elections: The influence of misinformation, and microtargeted manipulation.
Misinformation on social media and its impact on society
9. As sensationalist and conspiratorial content is particularly engaging and hence promoted by
platform algorithms, malicious actors can use social media to influence debate or weaken and
destabilize government through social division.5 The same opportunities are available to political
actors themselves to seek votes6 and policy support.7
10. The current COVID‐19 pandemic demonstrates the dangers of misinformation, disinformation,
and conspiracy theories. There is evidence that endorsement of conspiracies relating to COVID‐
19 is associated with reduced compliance with public‐health measures (e.g., social distancing
and mask wearing).8
11. There is overwhelming evidence that once people have acquired beliefs, they may continue to
rely on them even after they are shown to be false.9 To illustrate, nearly 1/3 of Americans falsely
believed that Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) existed in Iraq around the time of the
invasion of 2003 for at least 5 years after their non‐existence was officially established and
widely publicised.10
12. This continued reliance on misinformation and false beliefs can occur even when people
acknowledge a correction and recognize that they have been misinformed.11 Human cognition
has difficulty processing a correction, especially when a claim is retracted but no alternative
factual account is provided.12
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Social media and microtargeted manipulation
13. The “Cambridge Analytica scandal” of 2017 created much public concern about
“microtargeting”.13 Microtargeting is an extreme form of customization that exploits intimate
knowledge about a consumer to present them with maximally persuasive advertisements.
Cambridge Analytica was implicated in using microtargeting during the Brexit referendum
campaign.14
14. The exact impact of microtargeting is difficult to quantify although experimental evidence
suggests it is non‐trivial.15
15. Microtargeting is particularly problematic when it exploits people's personal vulnerabilities. For
example, according to a 2017 report, Facebook (in Australia) had the technology to allow
advertisers to target vulnerable teenagers at moments when they feel “worthless” and
“insecure.” Facebook did not dispute the existence of the technology although it claimed that it
was never made available to advertisers and only used in an experimental context.16 Facebook
apologized at length and reassured the public that “Facebook does not offer tools to target
people based on their emotional state.”17
16. Facebook was, however, awarded a patent based on technology that allowed one “to predict
one or more personality characteristics for the user. The inferred personality characteristics are
stored in connection with the user's profile, and may be used for targeting, ranking, selecting
versions of products, and various other purposes.” 18
17. In the political arena, at least 6 harms can arise from microtargeted political advertising:19
 Microtargeting is harmful because it exploits personal data without the user’s consent.
 Microtargeting is harmful because it conceals its intent and true nature.
 Microtargeting is harmful because claims made in targeted messages cannot be
corrected or debated in the free marketplace of ideas.
 Relatedly, microtargeting is harmful because it permits disinformation to spread without
opportunity for correction.
 Microtargeting is harmful because it potentially allows politicians to make mutually
incompatible promises to different segments of the electorate.
 Microtargeting is harmful because it permits foreign actors to influence domestic
political campaigns.
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Safeguarding elections: Preliminary considerations
18. It is tempting to respond to misinformation and manipulation online with regulation of content.
As a general rule, this is inadvisable in all but extreme cases (e.g., incitement to hatred) because
of the obvious risk of censorship. A more promising avenue is to redesign platforms to create
“friction” that makes engagement with and sharing of low‐quality content more difficult, for
example by requiring an additional click to view or share content deemed as likely misleading, or
by querying people to clarify their intentions.20 There is evidence that relatively simple prompts
can “nudge” people into being more accurate in their sharing behaviour.21
19. In the context of elections, however, there would be clear benefits of enhanced regulation,
which would not just help address issues arising from disinformation and its potential influence
on votes, but would also serve to counteract the erosion of public trust that threatens
democratic systems.22 These could include:


An independent body that conducts fact‐checking of political ads to avoid misleading
and deceptive conduct;



covering political ads on social media under the same 48h pre‐poll‐day ban as those in
the traditional media;



enhancing transparency around political donations—specifically as they relate to the
funding of social‐media campaigns but also more generally (e.g. restrictions of donations
via associated entities); and
considering expenditure limits on political advertising.23



20. Several regulatory responses to microtargeting in the context of elections also exist, among
them:
 Permit only official candidate‐bought and candidate‐approved messages (to reduce
interference from third‐party actors).
 Ban microtargeting for political ads. Political actors will be representing and held
accountable by broad constituencies. Consequently, their messages should be seen by
broad audiences. Audience segmentation is legitimate, but microtargeting based on
personal vulnerabilities is not.
 To ensure accountability, all political ads should be made publicly available together
with information about the target audience. As a general rule, enough information must
be available for any political ad to permit “counterspeech” by political opponents that
addresses the same audience.
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